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Determining Michael Acceptor Reactivity from Kinetic, 
Mechanistic, and Computational Analysis for the Base-catalyzed 
Thiol-Michael Reaction  
Sijia Huang§,a, Kangmin Kim§,b, Grant M. Musgravea, Marcus Sharpa, Jasmine Sinhaa, Jeffrey W. Stansburya,c,d, 
Charles B. Musgravea,b,c, and Christopher N. Bowman *,a,c

A combined experimental and computational study of the reactivities of seven commonly used Michael acceptors 
paired with two thiols within the framework of photobase-catalyzed thiol-Michael reactions is reported.  The rate 
coefficients of the propagation (kP), reverse propagation (k-P), chain-transfer (kCT), and overall reaction (koverall) 
were experimentally determined and compared with the well-accepted electrophilicity parameters of Mayr and 
Parr, and DFT-calculated energetics. Both Mayr’s and Parr’s electrophilicity parameters predict the reactivities of 
these structurally varying vinyl functional groups well, covering a range of overall reaction rate coefficients from 
0.5 to 6.2 s-1. To gain insight into the individual steps, the relative energies have been calculated using DFT for 
each of the stationary points along this step-growth reaction between ethanethiol and the seven alkenes. The 
free energies of the individual steps reveal the underlying factors that control the reaction barriers for 
propagation and chain transfer. Both the propagation and chain transfer steps are under kinetic control. These 
results serve as a useful guide for Michael acceptor selection to design and predict thiol-Michael-based materials 
with appropriate kinetic and material properties

Introduction
Within the “click” paradigm, the thiol-vinyl reaction has attracted 
significant interest in synthetic organic chemistry, surface 
modification, polymer functionalization and in both linear and 
crosslinked polymer formation1. The thiol-vinyl reaction exhibits 
unique advantages such as rapid kinetics, minimal oxygen 
inhibition, negligible by-product formation, and nearly quantitative 
yield2–4. With these highly exploitable features, the thiol-vinyl 
reaction has been employed as a useful tool for dendrimer 
synthesis5, functional nanoparticle synthesis6, conjugation 
chemistry7,8, and bulk polymer synthesis9,10. The thiol-vinyl reaction 
family is mediated by various species such as radicals (e.g. thiol-ene 
reaction), bases, nucleophiles, and even highly polar solvents. The 
typical mechanism of radical mediated thiol-ene reactions involves 
the addition of a thiol across an alkene to produce a thioether.  
However, the radical intermediate can undergo 
homopolymerization steps with some vinyl species via a chain 

growth mechanism11,12, and hence leads to undesired side-reactions 
and network structures. Unlike the thiol-ene reaction, the base- or 
nucleophile-mediated reaction of thiols with a variety of electron-
deficient alkenes, generally referred to as thiol-Michael reactions, 
proceeds only through a step-growth polymerization mechanism 
and yields minimal side products under appropriate conditions. 

The thiol-Michael reaction proceeds either through a base-
catalyzed pathway or a nucleophile-initiated pathway2. The major 
differences between those two reaction mechanisms relate to the 
types of proton sources and the reactive species that are attacked 
by the catalyst12. For the nucleophile-initiated thiol-Michael 
reaction, an electron deficient vinyl is commonly attacked by a 
phosphine-based nucleophile to form a strong basic enolate 
Zwitterion as the intermediate species. Subsequently, the potent 
enolate intermediate deprotonates the thiol species to yield the 
thiolate anion and an inert phosphonium ester.  On the other hand, 
for the base-catalyzed pathway assessed here, the thiolate anion is 
directly generated by deprotonation via the base. In both pathways, 
the thiolate anion is responsible for the anionic cycle of the thiol-
Michael reaction. However, the protonated base from the base-
catalyzed pathway negatively impacts the reaction kinetics as an 
additional proton source, whereas the thiol species serves as the 
sole proton source for the nucleophile-initiated pathway. 
Therefore, the nucleophile-initiated thiol-Michael reaction, often 
using phosphines as catalysts,  has the potential to proceed at 
higher reaction rates with lower catalytic loading relative to the 
base-catalyzed pathway. Chan et al. reported a detailed 
investigation of the monomer and organocatalyst effects on the 
nucleophile-initiated thiol-Michael reactions14. Due to the 
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differences in the intermediate species for the nucleophile-initiated 
and base-catalyzed pathways, the kinetic parameters determined in 
previous studies are valid only for the nucleophile-initiated thiol-
Michael reaction. 
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Scheme 1 The cyclic mechanism of the base-catalyzed and 
nucleophile-initiated thiol-Michael reactions between a thiol and an 
electron-deficient vinyl group13. A thiolate anion is generated by 
either initation pathway and then adds to the vinyl group, 
propagating with a rate coefficient, kP. The resulting carbanion 
either undergoes a reverse propagation step with rate coefficient k-
P, or abstracts a proton from another thiol, transfering an active 
center with the rate coefficient, kCT. Note that in the base-catalyzed 
pathway, a protonated base is formed during the initiation step, 
which as a protic species negatively impacts the reaction kinetics, 
whereas in the nucleophilic pathway the thiol compound is the sole 
proton source. Due to the different initiation steps and 
intermediate species, the kinetic parameters and relative energies 
calculated in this study are applicable only to the base-catalyzed 
pathway. 

The base-catalyzed thiol-Michael approach has many of the same 
reaction features as the traditional nucleophile-initiated pathway, 
while facilitating temporal and spatial control of the reaction 
through recent advancements involving photobase-generators15–17.  
There are often no significant side reactions even when a large 
amount of base is used. Therefore, this work aimed to develop a 
fundamental understanding of the base-catalyzed thiol-Michael 
reaction, although a similar mechanistic approach could be 
developed and applied to the nucleophile-initiated thiol-Michael 
pathway.  As such, the kinetic parameters and free energies 
calculated in this study are applicable only to the base-catalyzed 
pathway. The base-catalyzed thiol-Michael reaction involves a cyclic 
step-growth mechanism with alternating propagation (prop) and 
chain transfer (CT) steps (Scheme 1). The thiolate anion, 
deprotonated by a basic catalyst, adds to electron-deficient vinyl 
groups at the beta position, generating a carbanion intermediate 
(prop step). Depending on the stability of the intermediate 
carbanion, the carbanion may undergo a reverse reaction to reform 
the thiolate anion and vinyl reactants (i.e., a reverse propagation 
step). Subsequently, this carbanion intermediate abstracts a labile 
proton from a free thiol to yield a thioether linkage and regenerate 
a thiolate anion (CT step), which subsequently initiates another 

prop step (Scheme 1)13. Due to this step-growth nature of the thiol-
Michael reaction, the overall reaction kinetics are controlled by 
both the prop and CT steps that alternate with each other. 
Therefore, a fundamental understanding of these individual steps 
enables the robust control of their kinetics, which has broad 
applicability for organic synthesis and materials design18. 

It is well-established that the reaction kinetics and selectivity 
depend on the basicity of the thiol, basicity of the catalyst, electron 
deficiency of the vinyl group, and the solvent polarity13,19,20. The 
reaction kinetics of many common solvents19,21, bases20,22, and 
thiols18,19 have been evaluated in both solution and bulk conditions. 
In all areas of implementation of the thiol-Michael reaction from 
small molecules to surface modification to polymer chemistry, a 
diverse range of Michael acceptors have been widely used and 
considered with little quantitative information available regarding 
their relative reaction kinetics, which ultimately plays a significant 
role in dictating the performance of the reaction in producing 
materials. The reaction kinetics and eventual selectivity of vinyl 
functional groups are inherently related to their structure and that 
of the rest of the molecule to which they are coupled, being well-
described by the vinyl-specific propagation, reversed propagation, 
and chain transfer rate coefficients, kP, k-P, and kCT, respectively. A 
recent study showed that in a ternary system of two vinyl 
compounds reacting with one thiol compound, the relative 
consumption rate and the selectivity of each vinyl compound was 
proportional to the differences in the kp’s of the vinyl functional 
groups23. While kp provides considerable insight into the selectivity 
of vinyl compounds, the chain transfer rate coefficients (i.e., kCT) 
also play a central role in governing the overall reaction kinetics. 
Additionally, it has been reported that the anionic thiol-Michael 
reaction undergoes a reversible reaction at elevated 
temperatures24,25. Especially in a non-polar environment, the 
stability of the intermediate carbanion depends sensitively on the 
electron withdrawing nature of the vinyl structures. The 
intermediate carbanion can also undergo a reverse propagation 
step instead of a chain transfer step, depending on the free energy 
barriers. Consequently, the reverse propagation rate coefficient (k-

P) also provides another means for modulating the reaction 
characteristics and eventual properties of the thiol-Michael polymer 
network. As these results all suggest, a fundamental knowledge of 
the individual rate coefficients is essential for efficiently optimizing 
synthetic protocols that utilize thiol-Michael click reactions. In 
particular, a quantitative molecular structure – chemical reactivity 
relationship between the kinetic parameters and the vinyl 
structures enables the rational design and prediction of thiol-
Michael reaction kinetics to produce specific polymer networks, 
new organic syntheses, and the identification and modification of 
biological targets.

The reactivity of vinyl compounds is frequently explained using the 
concept of electrophilicity26. Although this concept is commonly 
invoked, no single quantitative standard of electrophilicity exists to 
inform researchers. However, a few descriptive systems stand out 
because of their widespread use to predict the reactivity of various 
organic reactions. It has been demonstrated that the relative 
reactivity of structurally related electrophiles, e.g. with similar 
reaction patterns and degrees of steric hindrance, are successfully 
predicted by the LUMO energy of the electrophile27. Furthermore, 
as introduced by Parr, the global electrophilicity index (), defined 
as the square of the chemical potential divided by its chemical 
hardness, establishes an absolute scale of electrophilicity 
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independent of the nucleophilic partner and the solvent 
environment28. This theoretical scale is often validated against the 
experimental scale developed by Mayr. As observed by Mayr and 
co-workers29,30, the rate constants for the reactions between 
nucleophiles and Michael acceptors are expressed by the 
experimentally derived correlation, 

,log 𝑘 = 𝑆𝑁(𝑁 + 𝐸)
where E is a nucleophile-independent electrophilicity parameter, N 
is an electrophile-independent nucleophilicity parameter, and  is 𝑆𝑁
an electrophile-independent nucleophile-specific susceptibility 
parameter. Among those electrophilicity parameters, Parr’s  and 
Mayr’s E are the most widely used to predict the reactivity of 
electrophiles. For example, Parr’s global parameters have been 
applied to predict the rate constants for Diels-Alder reactions31,32, 
nitrile oxide cycloadditions33, and catalytic oxidative cyanations of 
alkenes26 while Mayr’s electrophilicity parameters have been used 
to predict the absolute rate constants of 1,3-dipolar 
cycloadditions34, Darzen condensation of aliphatic ketones35, and 
targeted covalent inhibitors36. 

A comprehensive reactivity scale of the electrophilicity (E) of 
Michael acceptors has been experimentally determined via a series 
of kinetic investigations confined to chemistries where nucleophilic 
attack of the Michael acceptors is the rate-determining step 
(RDS)37. The electrophilicity parameter (E) was derived from the 
above equation and used to quantify the electrophilic reactivities of 
the Michael acceptors38. However, the crucial assumption in 
determining these parameters is that the nucleophilic attack is the 
RDS, which is not necessarily the case for many thiol-Michael 
reactions. For example, hexanethiol and maleimide are determined 
to have a kp/kct ratio of 10 at ambient temperature, resulting in 
chain transfer-limited reaction rates. In these less typical yet 
frequently encountered cases, the electrophilicity resulting from 
these parameters may not explain some observations. 
Furthermore, kCT itself cannot be acquired from these 
electrophilicity parameters without a fundamental understanding 
of the CT step. Consequently, it is not known whether these 
parameters contain the relevant information to determine the 
kinetic properties (kP, kCT, and k-P) of thiol-Michael chemistries.

Herein, a systematic investigation is presented of the influence of 
structurally varied vinyl compounds on the individual kinetic 
properties of kP, kCT, and k-P of thiol-Michael reactions involving two 
thiol compounds that proceed through chain transfer-dominated 
and propagation-dominated reactions with seven structurally 
dissimilar vinyl compounds with a wide range of electrophilicities. 
The rate coefficients were determined using real-time FTIR kinetic 
experiments, some of which correlate well with both Mayr’s and 
Parr’s electrophilicity parameters. Further, the thiol-Michael 
reactions between ethanethiol and the seven alkenes were 
modelled using DFT, which together with experimental results 
elucidate the mechanistic details of the prop and CT steps and add 
valuable insight into the thiol-Michael mechanism while providing 
the ability to accurately predict kP, kCT, and k-P for these thiol-
Michael reactions. This combined experimental and computational 
investigation exposes the limitations of the well-established 
electrophilicity parameters and extends the fundamental 
understanding of the molecular structure – chemical reactivity 
relationships between vinyl functionality and the reaction kinetics 
for these thiol-Michael reactions. 

Results and Discussion

Figure 1  Structure of the thiol, vinyl, solvent, and photobase 
generator used in this study.

Table 1. Experimentally determined rate coefficients, 
corresponding Mayr’s and Parr’s electrophilicities, and DFT-
calculated energies for the seven vinyls considered in this study. 
The 95% confidence intervals of the rate coefficients are listed in 
parentheses.

Figure 2 Gibbs free energies of stationary points along the step-
growth thiol-Michael reaction pathways for the reaction of ethane 
thiol and vinyl monomers. All vinyl compounds exhibit endergonic 

koverall
a kp

b kCT
b k-p

a Mayr’s E Parr’s 𝜔 c∆𝐺 ‡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 c∆𝐺 ‡

―𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝 c∆𝐺 ‡
𝐶𝑇

PMI 6.2 
(0.3)

30.0
(1)

3.1 
(0.4)

0.3 
(0.1)

-14.1 2.6 8.8 7.1 6.3

DEF 4.3 
(0.1)

8.0 
(0.5)

5.3 
(0.3)

13.0 
(1.0)

-17.8 2.2 10.4 -0.3 4.6

EVS 3.4 
(0.1)

3.0 
(0.3)

11.0 
(2.0)

3.0 
(0.2)

-18.4 1.6 11.0 1.5 3.5

HEO 0.5 
(0.05)

0.5 
(0.1)

10.0 
(2.0)

8.0 
(0.6)

N/A N/A 17.5 2.9 4.2

DEM 1.1 
(0.1)

4.9 
(0.5)

2.1 
(0.6)

7.7 
(0.9)

-19.5 1.7 8.6 1.4 6.2

BA 0.5 
(0.04)

0.9 
(0.1)

1.3 
(0.2)

2.0 
(0.3)

-19.6 1.5 17.0 4.4 6.5

HVS 2.5 
(0.2)

4.4 
(0.2)

1.2 
(0.3)

0.6 
(0.1)

N/A N/A 9.4 6.4 7.2

aThe unit of kinetic constants is s-1 bThe unit of kinetic constants is M-1s-1 cThe unit of Gibbs free 
energies is kcal/mol
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propagation reactions to generate the carbanion that 
subsequently abstracts a proton from a thiol in a stimulated 
environment using diethyl ether as the solvent. Chain transfer 
reactions are highly exergonic, driving the cyclic mechanism 
forward. The free energies are calculated by DFT at the MN15/6-
31+g(d,p)/SMD-diethyl ether level of theory.

Overall reaction rates 

To evaluate the quantitative relationship of the kinetic parameters 
and the electrophilicities of the vinyl compounds, seven commonly 
used vinyl compounds with various electron deficiencies were 
chosen for the kinetic study. For the thiol functional group, 
hexanethiol (HT) and butyl 3-mercaptopropionate (BMP) were 
chosen to study chain transfer-dominated reactions and 
propagation-dominated reactions, respectively. To minimize the 
polarity effect of the monomer and the viscosity change during 
reaction that affect the kinetics and thermodynamics, 
monofunctional reactants were chosen as model compounds for 
this study and all reactions were conducted in 2 M solutions of 
ethylene glycol diethyl ether (EGDE). Five vinyl compounds with 
previously reported electrophilicity parameters were 
experimentally examined in the reactions with HT and BMP in the 
presence of a photobase generator that releases the strong base 
tetramethyl guanidine (TMG) upon irradiation, with an initial 1:1 
stoichiometric ratio of thiol: vinyl functional groups. 

The nearly complete consumption of both thiol and vinyl groups 
was achieved for all fourteen systems within 6 min of irradiation 
(Figure S1-S14). The consumption rate of the thiol functional group 
was similar to that of the vinyl group with an initial stoichiometric 
ratio of 1:1, indicating the absence of side reactions such as 
disulfide formation or homopolymerization within the cyclic 
mechanism. Vinyls with various functional groups were found to 
have significant differences in their reaction rates when reacting 
with HT under otherwise identical reaction conditions (in Figure S1-
S7). For example, N-propylmaleimide (PMI) displayed the fastest 
reaction rate with both thiols while ethyl vinyl sulfone (EVS) and 
diethyl fumarate (DEF) exhibited faster reaction rates compared 
with diethyl maleate (DEM) and butyl acrylate (BA), which is 
consistent with previous observations1. It is noteworthy that the 
only difference between DEM and DEF is cis vs. trans isomerism 
with two identical ester electron withdrawing groups (EWGs), 
although DEF exhibits almost 4 times the reactivity of DEM when 
reacting with both thiols. To better understand the variation in the 
reactivity of those vinyl functional groups, the rate coefficients kP, 
kCT, and k-P of each system were determined by using the least-
squares method to fit the experimental kinetic plots to the kinetic 
model. Moreover, the calculated rate coefficients also predict the 
kinetic behavior in a network-forming polymerization system as 
shown in Figure S15. Hence, a detailed understanding of the 
individual kinetic steps is critical and a quantitative relationship 
between the rate coefficients and the electrophilicity parameters 
enables the rational selection and prediction of thiol-Michael 
reaction kinetics for both organic synthesis and polymerization 
design. 

Figure 3 Correlations between the overall rate coefficients and 
electrophilicity parameters for thiol-Michael reactions. Both 
Mayr’s (a and c) and Parr’s (b and d) electrophilicity parameters 
effectively capture the general reactivity trends with R2 = 0.62 – 
0.88 for the reactions between five vinyl compounds and two 
thiols. Note that the correlation is limited to only five vinyl 
compounds due to the sparce availability of electrophilicity 
parameters in the literature. Errors are calculated via standard 
derivation of the nonlinear regression.

The reactivity of five vinyl compounds was experimentally 
determined and compared with both Mayr’s and Parrs’s global 
electrophilicity parameters as only the five vinyl compounds have 
available electrophilicity parameters from the literature36.  In 
Figures 3a and b, koverall is well-predicted with the electrophilicity 
parameters for the five vinyl compounds reacting with butyl 3-
mercaptopropionate (BMP) (R2=0.88 and 0.81). BMP with a pKa of 
9.8 is more acidic than hexanethiol (HT) with its pKa of 1137. As a 
super base with a pKa of 14, TMG is used to initiate the thiol-
Michael reaction, and it is assumed that instantaneous 
deprotonation of the thiol is achieved regardless of their acidity due 
to the high basicity of the initiator and the maximal concentration 
of the thiol reactants. Therefore, the thiol pKa difference has a 
negligible effect on the initiation step. 

Once the thiolates that are initially generated by TMG react with 
vinyl groups, subsequent thiolate generation occurs in the CT step. 
With decreasing thiol concentration and the variability of the 
carbanion basicity due to different EWG’s, the thiol pKa difference 
increasingly affects the kinetics as the reaction proceeds. The more 
acidic thiol of BMP possesses a less basic conjugate thiolate with 
lower nucleophilicity than its HT counterpart. Similarly, the more 
acidic thiol of BMP is more readily deprotonated by the 
intermediate carbanion and tends to be more reactive in the chain 
transfer step. As a result, thiol-Michael reactions with BMP tend to 
be propagation-limited, which is confirmed by the experimental 
results (See SI Table 1 of rate coefficients for BMP). The correlations 
for the reactions with BMP confirm the initial claim that both 
Mayr’s and Parr’s electrophilicity parameters are predisposed to 
predict kinetic properties in the prop-limited system. 

On the other hand, the more basic HT-based thiolate has a greater 
nucleophilicity than its BMP counterpart, and therefore, would be 
more likely to exhibit CT-limited reactions, which is not captured by 
Mayr’s electrophilicity parameter based on its RDS assumption. 
Hence, for the reactions with HT, Mayr’s parameters produce 
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weaker correlations (R2=0.62) with koverall as shown in Figure 3c. Yet, 
both correlations demonstrate that the overall reaction rate 
increases with increasing electrophilicity of the vinyl components. 
However, neither Mayr’s parameter nor Parr’s electrophilicity 
parameter accurately predict the overall rate coefficients. As the 
understanding and prediction of individual steps is as critical as 
those of the overall reaction, the correlations of these parameters 
to the rate coefficients of the prop and CT steps were examined 
using DFT to further illuminate their governing principles. All free 
energies of the prop and CT steps for the base-catalyzed thiol-
Michael reaction between ethanethiol and each of the vinyl 
compounds are summarized in Table 1 and reported in the 
potential energy surface plotted in Figure 2.  

Propagation Step

Figure 4 Correlations between individual rate coefficients and 
Mayr’s and Parr’s electrophilicity parameters for thiol-Michael 
reactions with hexanethiol (HT). (a) Mayr’s and (b) Parr’s 
electrophilicity parameters are moderately correlated with the 
propagation rate coefficients (kp)  (R2 = 0.75 and 0.89).

In the previous section, the Michael reactions with HT were shown 
to be moderately correlated with both Mayr’s and Parr’s 
electrophilicity parameters, as these reactions tend to be CT-
limited. Therefore, this work focused on these reactions to provide 
insights into their nature that are more subtle and less intuitive. In 
particular, the energetics associated with individual kinetic 
parameters were computed to develop a better understanding of 
the molecular structure – chemical reactivity relationship of the 
vinyl compounds and the reaction kinetics. The reactions kinetic 
parameters of these vinyls with BMP are available in the SI Table S1. 

The first reaction within the cyclic mechanism is the prop step that 
is a nucleophilic attack by the thiolate anion on the alkene 
functionalized with an EWG. Within such a nucleophilic reaction, 
the more electron-withdrawing substituents elicit greater 
reactivities in general. As Mayr’s and Parr’s parameters both focus 
on characterizing the electrophilic nature of the Michael acceptors, 
they should expectedly perform well in predicting the propagation 
rate coefficients of thiol-Michael reactions. Indeed, the evaluation 
of the propagation rate coefficients (kP) confirms this hypothesis as 
Figures 4a and b show that they effectively capture the general 
trend of the electrophilicity parameters (R2=0.75 and 0.89) for the 
five vinyl functional groups considered. In particular, Parr’s 
electrophilicity parameters show a good prediction of kP (R2= 0.89). 
The linear regression is within the error range of the experimentally 
determined rate coefficients. To broaden further the fundamental 
insight into nucleophilic attack on the vinyl compound by thiolate 
anions (prop step), the computed energetics of seven vinyl 
compounds were calculated with a solvent model of diethyl ether 

and ethanethiol as a comparable proxy for hexanethiol. To optimize 
the computational costs and accuracy, the influence of alkyl length 
within the thiol-Michael reaction framework has been studied (See 
SI 2.2 for a discussion of the influence of alkyl lengths on the 
energy).  It was shown that ethanethiolate and hexanethiolate 
shows similar reaction free energies. Therefore, balancing between 
computational cost and accuracy, ethanethiolate was chosen for 
the computational energetic calculations. These seven vinyl 
compounds include N-propylmaleimide (PMI), diethyl maleate 
(DEM), diethyl fumarate (DEF), 4-hexen-3-one (HEO), ethyl vinyl 
sulfone (EVS), butyl acrylate (BA), and hexyl vinyl sulfonate (HVS) 
and thus encompass a wide range of the types of vinyl compounds 
used in thiol-Michael reactions.  

As expected, the activation energies of ethane thiolate reacting 
with the monovinyl compounds dictate the kinetics. With activation 
enthalpies ranging from -4.0 kcal/mol to 5.1 kcal/mol, these results 
broadly separate the seven monovinyl compounds into high and 
low reactive vinyls; HVS, PMI, DEF, and DEM are predicted to be 
more reactive than EVS, HEO, and BA, in agreement with our 
previously determined experimental propagation rate coefficients. 
Negative activation enthalpies occur in cases of strong attractive 
forces in transition states (TSs)39. In these TSs the anionic charges of 
thiolates are significantly stabilized when a lone pair orbital of the 
attacking thiolate mixes with the * anti-bonding orbital of the vinyl 
compound. Because the activation enthalpies and activation free 
energies reflect the same reaction rates, entropic contributions are 
similar in these reactions according to Eyring’s kinetic theory39. As 
hypothesized, the predicted entropic contributions to the free 
energy of activation of the vinyls do not significantly differ from 
each other at 25 oC with -TS‡ ranging from 11.6 kcal/mol to 12.9 
kcal/mol (See SI Table S2) while predicted enthalpic activation 
barriers are strongly correlated with free energy barriers (R2

 = 0.97) 
(Figure S21). The negative entropic contribution (i.e., positive -TS) 
results from the associative thiol-Michael reaction where two 
reactant molecules combine into one activated complex, which is 
therefore entropically disfavored because of its restriction of the 
rotational, vibrational, and translational degrees of freedom.

When examining the carbanion intermediates that result from 
nucleophilic attack, the enthalpic reaction energies are uniformly 
exothermic ranging from -10.0 kcal/mol to -0.2 kcal/mol. The 
exothermic trend indicates that the thiolate anion is less stable than 
the resultant carbanion, as these energies are primarily related to 
the ability to stabilize the anionic charge via delocalizing electron 
density throughout the molecule. This ability is also closely related 
to the concept of electrophilicity that is broadly described by 
inductive (I) and resonance (M) effects. The inductive electron 
withdrawing effect (I-) is prevalent in all of the molecules studied 
here, as atoms with higher electronegativities than hydrocarbons, 
namely oxygen, withdraw electron density via bond polarization. On 
the other hand, the resonance electron withdrawing effect (M-) 
manifests itself only in molecules that exhibit a favorable orbital 
overlap between the p orbital of the carbanion and the  space of 
the electron withdrawing group41, where the orbital overlap is 
determined by structural compatibility. For example, DEF and DEM 
have identical ester functional groups on both sides of the vinyl 
bond, and thus equal inductive electron withdrawing effects. 
However, as a cis-isomer DEM does not have a geometry conducive 
to favorable orbital overlap from one ester through the vinyl 
grodup to the other ester, as a steric effect leads to a non-planar 
geometry with a ~ 90º dihedral angle between the esters. On the 
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other hand, DEF as a trans-isomer is planar, which enables 
favorable orbital overlap throughout the molecule (see SI Figure 
S19). The interplay of various electron-withdrawing effects and 
molecular geometries leads to the superior kinetics of DEF over 
DEM. Such geometry-dependent electrophilicities are also observed 
in other examples. For instance, sulfonate-based HVS, despite 
having two sulfonyl  structures near the vinyl moiety, cannot 
distribute anionic charge through resonance as the anionic p orbital 
on the alpha carbon cannot effectively overlap with the tetrahedral 
centred structure. However, the inductive effects of the two 
sulfonate groups make them strong EWG’s and render HVS highly 
electrophilic and reactive, in agreement with the experimental 
results42. In contrast, the maleimide-based PMI is exceptionally 
electrophilic due to its synergistic accumulation of inductive and 
resonance effects enabled by favorable orbital overlap. 

Similar to the entropic trends in TSs, the entropic contributions to 
the reaction free energies of the prop step are similarly positive and 
lie in a narrow range from 11.1 to 13.5 kcal/mol. The endergonic 
trend of the prop step causes these reactions to occur through a 
late TS, where TS geometries more closely resemble the products 
than the reactants according to Hammond’s postulate. 
Unsurprisingly, an analysis of the enthalpies of reaction and 
activation free energies for thiol-Michael prop steps shows that the 
Bell-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relationship, which assumes a linear 
relationship between reaction energy and activation barrier (Figure 
S20), also holds relatively well. The BEP relationship was also 
demonstrated within the thiol-Michael framework in previous work 
on a ternary system23. When BMP was allowed to react with 
equimolar concentrations of EVS and BA in neat condition, the kp of 
EVS was 14 M-1s-1, approximately twice that of the kp of BA (6.4 M-

1s-1). The final conversion of EVS was also ~twice that of BA (65 % 
vs. 35 %). These trends agree with the expectation based on the 
BEP principle of a linear relationship between the kinetics and 
thermodynamics that results in the reaction being in the kinetic 
control regime. 

Depending on the intermediate carbanion stability, some vinyl 
monomers show thermodynamically controlled propagation steps 
with small reverse barriers. Within these 7 vinyl monomers, the 
reverse propagation step’s activation barrier ranges from -0.3 to 7.1 
kcal/mol. DEF provides an example where the rate coefficient k-P 
must be taken into consideration to understand its overall reactivity 
and kinetics. The reverse propagation barrier of DEF is only -0.3 
kcal/mol, whereas the chain transfer energy barrier is 4.6 kcal/mol. 
Note that the negative free energy of the reverse propagation 
barrier (-0.3 kcal/mol) is within the error range of the 
computational calculation (0.5 kcal/mol). Therefore, only the trend 
of the energetics was focused on since the evaluated properties are 
beyond the resolution of the DFT method. The experimentally 
determined rate coefficient further corroborated this difference 
between the kinetic barriers. The reverse propagation rate 
coefficient, k-P, is nearly two times higher than the chain transfer 
rate coefficient. The reverse propagation step has an important 
impact on the final conversion and the kinetics of intermediate 
species. Figure 5 shows a kinetic model based on the calculated rate 
coefficients for functional group conversion vs. time for HT reacting 
with PMI and DEF, respectively. The kP of PMI is 30 M-1s-1 and the k-p 
is 0.3 s-1, whereas the kP of DEF is 8 M-1s-1 and k-p is 13 s-1. The final 
conversion approached 100% for HT and PMI. The thiolate (RS-) and 
intermediate carbanion (RC-) conversions continued to increase 
until plateauing at ~100 s. For DEF the reverse propagation reaction 

causes the final conversion to only reach ~95%. The thiolate 
concentration increases until reaching a plateau near 4%. In 
contrast, the concentration of the intermediate carbanion (RC-) 
slightly increases in the first 60 s but then the reverse propagation 
reaction and chain transfer step drive the consumption of the 
intermediate carbanion. 

Figure 5 (a) Kinetic model predictions for functional group 
conversion vs. time for the HT and PMI reaction; (b) Kinetic model 
predictions for thiolate and intermediate carbanion conversion vs. 
time for the HT - PMI reaction; (c) Kinetic model predictions for 
functional group conversion vs. time for the HT - DEF reaction and 
(d) Kinetic model prediction for thiolate and intermediate 
carbanion conversion vs time for the HT - DEF reaction. All the 
kinetic model predictions are based on rate coefficients in Table 1 
using MATLAB.

This rapid reverse propagation step would slow the overall reaction 
rate significantly. However, the non-reversible CT step drives the 
reaction away from equilibrium and pulls it forward to make the 
mechanism overall energetically favorable. Hence, the reverse 
propagation step does not quench the thiol-Michael reaction. In 
general, a low reverse propagation barrier and less stable 
intermediate carbanion favor reversibility of the propagation step, 
whereas a high reverse propagation barrier and more stable 
carbanion disfavor the reverse propagation step. Finally, 
quantitative relationships between the energy barrier and the 
experimentally determined rate coefficients (kp and k-P) were 
determined with R2 = 0.77 and 0.86, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6, 
providing insight that is missing in electrophilicity parameters. 

Figure 6 (a) Correlations between propagation rate coefficients 
and activation energy barriers of the propagation step. (b) 
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Correlations between reversed propagation rate coefficients and 
activation energy barriers of the reverse propagation step. 

Chain Transfer Step 

Continuing in the cyclic mechanism of the thiol-Michael reaction, 
chain transfer occurs as the carbanion intermediate abstracts a 
proton from the thiol to form a thioether product while 
concurrently yielding another initiating thiolate. Chain transfer 
activation enthalpies for the seven vinyl compounds range from -
9.8 to -4.8 kcal/mol while entropic contributions to the activation 
free energy (-TS‡) for CT range from 11.4 to 13.4 kcal/mol, which 
like propagation, renders the reaction enthalpically driven. Because 
the activation enthalpies for the CT step are more negative than 
those for the prop step, the activation free energies for the CT step 
tend to be smaller than those for the prop step, ranging from 1.6 
kcal/mol to 7.2 kcal/mol (Table 1, Figure 2).  Having negative 
enthalpic barriers resulted in an even larger magnitude of negative 
reaction enthalpies ranging from -20 to -11.5 kcal/mol. Hence, the 
reactants composed of the intermediate carbanion and the thiol are 
much less stable than the final thioether adduct and new thiolate 
products. This, consequently, drives the reaction towards the final 
product. As thiolate was found to be less stable than carbanion, as 
discussed above, thiol must be less stable than thioether for this 
reaction to be exothermic. Therefore, under ambient conditions, a 
solution consisting of thiol and vinyl functional molecules is 
unstable and exhibits poor shelf stability even without addition of 
base species, especially for highly reactive vinyl compounds such as 
PMI and DEF. Additionally, such large exergonicities of CT reactions 
makes the reverse reaction highly unlikely and drives the 
polymerization forward by making the mechanism overall 
energetically favorable. Because the formation of the thiolate and 
thioether adduct does not result in a change in the number of 
reactant molecules of thiol and carbanion, the entropic 
contributions to the reaction free energy are only -0.6 to 2.1 
kcal/mol, considerably smaller than the entropic changes of 10-13 
kcal/mol for the prop steps. As a result, the CT thermodynamics are 
also mostly influenced by the enthalpy of reaction. It has been 
previously reported that the thiol-Michael reaction undergoes a 
reversible reaction for HEO and HT at 90 oC 24.  The polar solvent 
and elevated temperature would likely push the thermodynamic 
equilibrium to the reverse reaction. On the other hand, the 
reversibility with HEO is minimal in a less polar solvent and ambient 
temperature (25 oC). The kinetic analysis agrees with this 
hypothesis as the kCT of HEO is 10 M-1s-1 and k-CT is 0.005 s-1.  

The common hypothesis that high electrophilicity leads to a faster 
prop and a slower CT step is further supported by the 
computational results. For example, HEO has a prop barrier of 17.5 
kcal/mol and a CT barrier of 4.2 kcal/mol while HVS has a prop 
barrier of 9.4 kcal/mol and a CT barrier of 7.2 kcal/mol. This inverse 
energetic trend indicates that strong EWG’s lead to a fast prop 
reaction but slow CT reaction. Again, when comparing the 
calculated free energy barriers with the experimental data, a 
general trend of the enthalpic barriers of CT and kCT can be 
observed with R2 = 0.93 (Figure 7). The high coefficient of 
determination further confirmed that the CT step is mostly 
influenced by the enthalpy of the reaction.  In contrast, no 
correlation exists between the enthalpic CT barriers and Mayr’s E. 
The absence of a correlation with Mayr’s E is expected because it is 

empirically determined with a set of kinetic data where the initial 
nucleophilic attack is the RDS and thus excludes information 
regarding subsequent reactions (e.g. CT step) (Figure 8). As a result, 
neither Mayr’s nor Parr’s electrophilicity parameters display any 
predictive power regarding chain transfer reactions with R2 = 0.19 
and 0.34, respectively (Figures 8a and b). The weak correlation is 
expected given the sole consideration of the prop step. Overall, the 
computational analysis of the prop and CT steps suggests that the 
electronic structures of the reactive species determine the 
enthalpies while changes in the number of species along the 
reaction coordinate primarily dictate the entropic contribution. 
Both the prop and CT steps tend to be kinetically controlled based 
on the computed free energy trends.

d

Figure 7 Correlations between experimentally determined chain 
transfer rate coefficients and the computationally calculated 
activation energies of the chain transfer steps.

Figure 8 Correlations between chain transfer rate coefficients and 
electrophilicity parameters for thiol-Michael reactions with 
hexanethiol (HT). Both Mayr’s and Parr’s electrophilicity 
parameters are poorly correlated with chain transfer rate 
coefficients (kCT) with R2 = 0.19 and 0.34, respectively. 

Conclusions
In this contribution the effect of electrophilicity on vinyl compound 
reactivity within the framework of the thiol-Michael reaction was 
studied from kinetic and mechanistic perspectives. The kinetic 
behavior was examined for seven vinyl compounds and two thiols 
that have demonstrated a wide range of reactivities, including 
different RDS trends. Both Mayr’s and Parr’s electrophilicities were 
found to be correlated with the overall reaction rate coefficients for 
the reaction of five vinyl compounds with both thiols that exhibit 
propagation and chain transfer RDS’s (R2 = 0.62 – 0.88). These 
parameters are also correlated with kP (R2 = 0.75 and 0.89); 
however, they failed to demonstrate a relationship with kCT (R2 = 
0.19 and 0.34). In order to gain insight into the individual steps, 
computational studies were conducted while expanding the scope 
to seven vinyls. All free energy activation barriers range from nearly 
barrierless to moderate (1.60 to 17.5 kcal/mol) for both prop and CT 
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steps within the kinetically controlled reaction regime, explaining 
the rapid kinetics and click character of the thiol-Michael reactions. 
More specifically, both steps were found to be enthalpically driven, 
while the entropic penalty was much larger for propagation due to 
its associative nature in contrast to the metathesis-like nature of 
chain transfer. Electron withdrawing effects of functional groups 
were also examined in regard to orbital overlaps that determine the 
extent of resonance and inductive effects. The structurally similar 
cis/trans isomers with identical chemical formulas (DEF and DEM) 
display drastically different reactivities based on these orbital 
structures. This contribution examined the well-established 
electrophilicity parameters and exposed their limitations, 
elucidated the interplay between enthalpic and entropic effects on 
each reaction, and provided a fundamental understanding of the 
thiol-Michael reactions.

Experimental Section

 Materials. Butyl 3-mercaptopropionate (BMP), 1-hexanethiol (HT), 
ethyl vinyl sulfone (EVS), 1-butyl acrylate (BA), N-propylmaleimide 
(PMI), diethyl maleate (DEM), diethyl fumarate (DEF), 4-hexen-3-
one (HEO), and ethylene glycol diethyl ether (EGDE) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All monomers were used as 
received. The photobase generator (PBG) NPPOC-TMG and hexyl 
vinyl sulfonate (HVS) were synthesized according to previous 
literature42. 

Real-Time Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). All 
systems with three stoichiometric ratios r=0.5, 1, and 2 of thiol:vinyl 
functional groups were reacted at ambient temperature. Reaction 
kinetics were monitored using a FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet 8700) 
at a rate of 2 scans per s. The sample was kept in an opaque bottle 
with an ice bath before characterization. Irradiation was performed 
using a mercury-lamp (Acticure 4000) with a 365 nm bandgap filter. 
The light intensity was maintained at 10 mW/cm2, which was 
measured by an International Light. Inc. model IL 1400A 
radiometer.  The thiol functional group (-SH) conversion was 
monitored by the reduction of the SH stretch peak located between 
2550 and 2600 cm −1, while the vinyl disappearance was monitored 
using the C=C stretch peak located at 810 cm−1 and 3100 cm−1 for 
acrylate and vinyl sulfone functional group. Three replicate 
experiments for each sample were performed. 

Kinetic Parameter Determination. Based on the photobase-
catalyzed thiol-Michael reaction kinetic, the species balances for 
the reactive moieties can be describe as 

where f is the efficiency  is the molar absorptivity of the NPPOC-𝜖
TMG PBG, which has a value of 240 L/mol.cm for 365 nm light;21 [B] 
is the undegraded photobase concentration;  is the light intensity; 𝐼0

 is the wavelength;  is Avogadro’s number; h is Planck’s 𝜆 𝑁𝐴𝑉
constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, kP is propagation rate 

coefficient, k-P is reverse propagation rate coefficient, and  kCT is 
chain transfer rate coefficient.  ki was calculated from the slope of 
the photobase (PB) concentration vs. time plots for the first 300 s of 
reaction.  (Fig S16)

For the simplicity of this work, the kinetic studies assumes: (a) the 
kinetic parameters kCT, k-p, and kp remain constant throughout the 
reaction due to negligible diffusive and heat effects; and (b) the 
strong base catalyst leads to a nearly instantaneous deprotonation 
reaction. The rate coefficients of the propagation (kP), reverse 
propagation (k-P), and chain-transfer (kCT) reactions were 
determined by using the lsqcurvefit solver in Matlab 2017b to fit 
the experimental kinetic plots from 10% to 50% conversion, which 
was used to minimize any effects of inhibition or high conversion 
changes in the solvent, to the differential equations (Eqn 1-5). The 
overall reaction rate coefficient (koverall) was calculated based on the 
slope of the kinetics plot from 10% to 50% conversion for a 1:1 
stoichiometric mixture. The overall rate for a 1:1 stoichiometric 
mixture ([C=C]=[SH]) is expressed as 𝑅𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑘𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙[𝐶 = 𝐶] = 𝑘𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙

. [𝑅𝑆𝐻]

Computational Methods. 

The MN15 density functional43 and 6-31+g(d,p) basis set were used 
throughout this study based on its accuracy (RMSE of 0.5 kcal/mol 
for reaction enthalpies and of 0.4 kcal/mol for free energies) 
relative to 12 functionals compared to the CBS-QB3 level of theory 
for computing the reaction energetics of elementary reactions 
involved in the thiol-Michael mechanism using N-methylmaleimide 
and methanethiol as the model chemistry (SI 2.1. Benchmarking of 
Computational Methods). Longer alkyl groups of hexanethiol used 
in experiments were truncated to an ethyl group after confirming 
an insignificant impact on the predicted energetics (SI 2.2. Influence 
of alkyl length on thiol-Michael reactions). All calculations were 
performed using the GAUSSIAN 16 (Revision A.03) software 
package44. Vibrational frequencies were computed to verify that the 
stationary states were optimized to the correct structures and to 
compute vibrational entropies, zero-point energies, and thermal 
corrections to enthalpies at 298 K. Solvent effects were described 
using the universal solvent model45 with solvent parameters for 
diethyl ether because of its structural and dielectric similiarity  
to ethylene glycol diethyl ether used in experiments. Molecular 
structures were viewed using the Avogadro program46.  
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